
MC Cable Cutter & Pigtailer and Accessory Price List/Order Form (effective 01-01-23) 
McCUTTER, Inc. 1930 N. Kingway Drive, Deltona, FL  32738      (407) 474-6400 

Visit our website: www.mccutter.com 

 

Item Name: Quantity: Price*: 

MC Cable Cutter & Pigtailer  Includes blades, accessories, shipping container and instructions.   

A new, handcrafted, completely updated machine, ready-to-work including drills, saw, spare blades, etc.  $3500.00 

Optional Steel V-Block Upgrade installed on new MCCC&P (special  

Extra rigidity for high volume shops but does add 4lbs to the weight of the machine. order) $350.00 

Fine-Tooth (132T) 1.75” Notching Blade.  We are the exclusive dealer of these blades.  Price is for a 10-pack.   

Especially useful for steel-armored cable.  Precision ground & hardened. Made in USA  $210.00 

Coarse-Tooth (60T) 1.75” Notching Blade.  This is the standard, all-purpose blade.  Price is for a 10-pack.   

Last indefinitely on aluminum-armored cable.  Black Oxide coat, slight kerf.  Made in USA  $140.00 

Norton 7”x.060” Continuous-rim Diamond Cut-Off Sawblade.  Ultra long life blade cuts clean.  Norton #02788   

This is the standard, included 7” sawblade for the Hitachi/Metabo saw.  100x the life of a fiber blade..  $55.00 

Number of Whip Counter Kit complete with counter, mounting hardware and instructions   

Bolt-on accessory.  Mechanical digital counter counts number of machine strokes.  $65.00 

Length of Whip Counter Kit complete with counter, mounting hardware and instructions   

Easy bolt-on installation.  Includes Olympic #1410 counter.  A very popular accessory  $800.00 

Olympic Model 99 Wire Coiler (bench mounted)—New!   

A popular accessory along with the Length of Whip Counter above.  $500.00 

Wear Cone and U-bolt.  One comes standard on a new machine.   

Some companies use two of these—one on each side.  $55.00 

Cable Channel Hold-Down.  Adjustable.  One is included with a new machine   

Helps hold very curly cable in place.  $45.00 

Fine-Tooth (132T) 1.75” Notching Blade Pair.  Note that 2 blades are included with a new machine.   

Price is shipped via First Class envelope.  $65.00 

Coarse-Tooth (60T) 1.75” Notching Blade Pair.  Note that 4 blades are included with a new machine.   

Price is shipped via First Class envelope.  $40.00 

   

   

   

   

   

Shipping/Handling via UPS Ground or USPS Priority with Signature Confirmation: To Be 

Determined 

Sub-Total:  

Your Regional Sales Tax (Florida Businesses Only):  

TOTAL:  

 

We no longer offer payment terms. Pre-payment can be by Check or Credit Card. 

*Prices are subject to change and quantities may be limited without notice.  3.5% fee for Credit Cards. 

You are responsible for paying your own state or local sales tax to your state and/or city DOR. 
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Replacement Parts:   

NEW!!! Safety Sticker Kit for older machines not originally equipped. (also see available hand deflectors below)   

These are applied to frames and drill frames to remind users of dangers of notching blades. FREE by request!  FREE!!! 

NEW!!! Notching Blade Safety Reminder Hand Deflectors—New Lower Price Includes Free Shipping!   

These easily mount on drill frames and “remind” users of the dangers of the notching blades. One pair.  $69.00 

Norton 8”x.060” Continuous-rim Diamond Cut-Off Sawblade for Milwaukee saw.  Ultra long life blade cuts clean.   

Norton # 02785.  This fits the Milwaukee saw ONLY.  100x the life of a fiber blade.  A popular accessory.  $60.00 

Instruction Packet with updated Info & Tips (latest revision).  Included with a new machine.   

Read the instructions to get the most out of your machine! Download for FREE on the web.  $30.00 

Steel V-Block Upgrade for older MCCC&P (35-1/2”, you install).  Hardware included.   

This is the perfect replacement for a sagging part and is the most durable.  $500.00 

3/16” Aluminum V-Block Upgrade for older MCCC&P (35-1/2”, you install)   

Perfect replacement for a sagging part and is 5lbs lighter than steel.  Standard.  $350.00 

Replacement Microswitch for MCCC&P.  Roller Style.  (we no longer stock the button style switch)   

Both styles of switch are available from Grainger in a pinch.  $40.00 

Microswitch cover for above   

Custom adapted by us for use on our machine.  $30.00 

Left-side Drill Arbor (RH thread) with hardware and instructions, specify drill model.   

Regular thread.  $50.00 

Right-side Drill Arbor (LH thread) with hardware and instructions, specify drill model.   

LEFT-HAND Thread!  Please read the instructions.  $60.00 

Spare LH Nut for above (zinc-plated).   

Good spare to have in case you lose the original in the mud or down a storm drain.  $10.00 

   

Closeouts & Special Orders:   

Roller-type Microswitch in-house retrofit service.  Includes switch & cam.   

Recommended!  Turn-around time is about a week.  Other updates are available!  $600.00 

Hold-Down and Pad Upgrade for older MCCC&P 2-1/2” (1 pair, you install)   

The most recent revision of a very important part.  Some fitting may be required.  $550.00 

Retrofit kit to use Hitachi D10VH Drills on older MCCC&P.  Includes drills, arbors, hardware and instructions. (special  

This kit includes 2 standard drills with arbors mounted ready to install. Some drilling and filing may be necessary. order) N/A 

Retrofit kit to use Hitachi C7SB2 Saw to replace older Milwaukee Saw.  Includes saw, adapters and instructions. (special  

This kit includes the standard saw ready to be retrofit with minimal effort. order) N/A 

Shipping Crate/Container for the MCCC&P.  38”x20”x16”  Included with a new machine. (special  

Constructed of plywood inside of cardboard box with cushioning inside. order) $350.00 

TRC Portable GFCI Plug—New! .This is a CLOSE-OUT price.   

Any kind of portable GFCI plug is recommended for our metal-framed machine.  Supplies are limited…  $7.00 

McWhipper, JR.  Stand-alone notching machine, includes drill, spare blade and instructions. (availability  

Mounts independent of the MCCC&P for longer pigtails, home-runs or single notching, ready-to-work. pending) TBD 

   

Shipping/Handling using UPS Ground or USPS Priority with Signature Confirmation: TBD 

Sub-total:  

Your Regional Sales Tax (Florida Businesses Only):  

TOTAL:  

 

We no longer offer payment terms. Pre-payment can be by Check or Credit Card. 

*Prices are subject to change and quantities may be limited without notice.  3.5% fee for Credit Cards. 

You are responsible for paying your own state or local sales tax to your state and/or city DOR. 
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